Vital pulp therapy with two different calcium-silicate cements: two cases report
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Abstract
It is a worthy aim to preserve the pulp vitality in teeth with immature root in order to continue the root's maturation. Traumatic injuries and caries are two main reasons for pulp exposure in immature teeth. This article describes two vital pulp therapies on two patients, a nine-year-old boy with traumatized central tooth and a 10-year-old boy with caries exposure in a premolar tooth. Both teeth had open apices in radiography. After removing inflamed pulp, the pulp cap was done using calcium silicate cements (CEM cement, MTA-angelus) and then, the teeth were restored with filling material. In periodical follow-ups, both treated teeth remained functional, with complete root development and apex formation. Regarding to the potentiality of pulp healing in immature teeth, vital pulp therapy (VPT) can be an acceptable treatment. However, further clinical studies with longer follow-up periods are recommended.
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Introduction

Traumatic injuries and dental caries are the greatest challenges in development of the teeth that can lead to irreversible injuries and arrest the normal development of the root. \[1\] VPT is a conservative treatment for carious and traumatized teeth by vital pulp and open apices, \[2, 3\] which leads to physiological development of the root and apical closure; this procedure is referred to as apexogenesis including partial or complete pulpotomy. \[4\] Partial pulpotomy (shallow or Cveck pulpotomy) is defined as the removal of a small portion of the vital coronal pulp as a means of preserving the remaining coronal and radicular pulp tissues. Full pulpotomy involves the removal of the entire coronal pulp to a level of the root orifices. After amputation of the coronal pulp, a capping material is placed over the remaining exposed pulp tissue. The proper capping material should be biocompatible and bactericidal, and be able to form a biologic and bacterial tight seal and induce hard tissue formation. \[5\] Calcium hydroxide has been the material of choice in VPT for a long time, and the studies showed that the dentin bridge formation under the calcium hydroxide layer is not predictable and it has tunnel-shape defects that can act as pathways for bacterial leakage and inflammatory changes. \[6-9\]

Calcium silicate cements like mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) and calcium enriched mixture (CEM) were introduced for VPTs. MTA is able to induce hard tissue formation and preserve the integrity of pulp tissues. In comparison to calcium hydroxide, it produces a thicker dentinal bridge, less inflammation and less pulp necrosis. \[3, 10, 11\] Clinical application of CEM cement is similar to MTA, but they have different chemical composition. Because of the potential discoloration effects of MTA, the use of CEM cement is recommended in aesthetics zone. \[12\] CEM is able to form hydroxyapatite and consequently a dentinal bridge, and it can induce differentiation of human dental pulp stem cells. \[13\] This report presents two VPT cases on immature permanent teeth using calcium silicate cements.

Case 1

A 10-year-old boy was referred to Babol Faculty of Dentistry, complaining about the deep caries in his upper right second premolar tooth. There was no history of trauma and medical problem. The patient reported about pain, provoked by cold drink. An extensive carious lesion was observed in intraoral examination,
the tooth responded to pulp vitality test with severe lingering pain, but there was no pain during percussion and palpation. Radiographic examinations showed a deep caries of tooth #4 with immature apex. The final diagnosis was irreversible pulpitis with normal periapex.

The access cavity was prepared with diamond fissure bur (Diatech, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) under local anesthesia with 2% lidocaine and 1/80000 epinephrine (Darupakhsh, Tehran, Iran). Tooth isolated with rubber dam. After removing the caries and the roof of pulp chamber, about 2 millimeters of coronal pulp and inflamed pulp were amputated by using a long shank sterile round diamond bur # 2 (Diatech, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) with high speed and copious water spray in order to prevent damaging the adjacent pulp.

Homeostasis was achieved via placing cotton pellet moistened with 5/25% sodium hypochlorite over the amputated pulp for 5 minutes. Then, according to the instructions, the powder and liquid of MTA Angelus (Londrina –PR, Brazil) were mixed and placed over the amputated pulp and surrounding dentin with sterile plastic instrument. Next, MTA was adapted by cavity walls with mild pressure of dry cotton pellet. Ultimately, the wet cotton and Cavite temporary filling (Asia Chemi Teb Co, Tehran, Iran) were placed. After 24 hours, the tooth was restored by a composite restoration. Patient was recalled 1, 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months after the treatment for follow-up (figures 1). The tooth remained without any sign and symptoms. The radiographic examinations indicated the normal root maturation.

**Case 2**

A 9-year-old boy with crown fracture in maxillary left central incisor was referred to Babol Faculty of Dentistry 3 days after a traumatic injury. In clinical examination, the complex crown fracture with pulp exposure of tooth #9 was observable and there was no sensitivity to percussion and palpation. In radiographic evaluation, the tooth was immature (figure 2). Other anterior maxillary and mandibular teeth were examined and evaluated for lack of crown fracture, and all were normal in percussion and vitality pulp tests. According to the clinical and radiographic examination, the VPT was considered for tooth#9. After injecting the 2% lidocaine with 1/80000 epinephrine (Darupakhsh, Tehran, Iran), the tooth was isolated by rubber dam and disinfected with 5/25 % sodium hypochlorite. Then, the coronal inflamed pulp tissue was removed by sterile high-speed diamond round bur # 2 (Diatech, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) under water coolant.

Homeostasis was achieved through gentle placement of moistened sterile cotton pellet over the amputated pulp. Next, according to the instructions, CEM cement (Yektazist Dandan, Tehran, Iran) powder and liquid were mixed together and placed over the pulp tissue using sterile plastic instrument. Afterwards, CEM was adapted by cavity walls with mild pressure of dry cotton pellet. Finally, the wet cotton and Cavite temporary filling (Asia Chemi Teb Co, Tehran, Iran) were placed. After 24 hours, the tooth was restored by a composite restoration (figure 3). After one week, the tooth was examined and had no sign and symptoms. The next follow-ups represented the maturation of root after 3, 6, 12 and 18 months (figure 4).
Discussion

Root canal therapy in immature permanent teeth has some challenges to achieve complete apical seal. Moreover, thin dentinal walls will increase the probability of root fracture. The primary aim of VPT in teeth with immature roots is to preserve the pulp vitality and help the normal root development. This is a reasonable and acceptable treatment with lower cost and time in immature teeth. Trauma and caries are two main reasons for pulpal exposure.

Linsuwanont et al., in a retrospective study, mentioned that the presence of clinical signs of irreversible pulpitis and presence of periapical radiolucency should not be considered as contraindication for pulpotomy. Moreover, Tsukiboshi et al. stated pulpotomy as an alternative treatment of immature teeth with partial vital pulp tissue and apical periodontitis. In first reported case, favorable treatment outcomes have been achieved in tooth#4 diagnosed with irreversible pulpitis. Traumatic exposures such as crown fractures usually lead to pulp contamination by saliva and oral bacteria. In second case reported in this article, considering the longer period of pulpal exposure, we performed cervical pulpotomy.

Root development and normal apex closure are the trustable prognostic index to evaluate the successful of VPT in immature teeth. Due to the probability of root obliteration in the future and the need for a more aggressive treatment like RCT, these treatments need a long-time follow-up. There are different materials for pulp capping that calcium hydroxide is the oldest one. Recently, the entrance of bioceramics has created a revolution in endodontic materials. These materials have excellent tissue compatibility and are ideal for VPT. MTA is one of the bioceramic materials, used as apical sealant and pulp cap material in apexification and apexogenesis treatments and restoring the perforations. CEM cement is the other cements of calcium silicate that has different chemical composition with MTA, but has similar clinical application; CEM has shorter setting time, better handling, effective seal and has no tooth discoloration. In this report, MTA was used in tooth #4 and CEM cement was used in tooth#9 as well as less color change was observed in CEM than MTA. Both of these cements have similar sealing ability, setting expansion, and cytocompatibility. Finally, the pulp healing resulted from these two cements probably is related to the sealing capacity, anti-microbial activity and the ability to induce the hard tissue barrier.
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